
PROTECH reinforced protective cases are cleverly designed to protect your devices efficiently if they happen 
to be dropped. Several technologies using different materials have been developed to cushion shocks, absorb 
the shockwave and disperse the energy of the impact. The exclusive combination of several protection elements 
means that PROTECH is highly resistant to falls and drops, in fact, 15 times higher than the requirements of  military 
standard MIL-STD 810G.

Flexible and light, PROTECH cases fit perfectly like a second skin around the devices they protect and thus take up 
a minimum of space.

REINFORCED PROTECTIVE CASE
FOR GALAXY XCOVER 5
Ref. 054013

SPECIFICATIONS

Ref Product EAN Code

054013 PROTECH Pack - Smartphone Case for Galaxy xCover 5 - Soft bag 3700992522494

Weight Product dimensions SPCB quantity PCB quantity

Product : 26 g
With pack : 30 g

Product : 75 x 152 x 18 mm
With pack : 130 x 190 x 14 mm 10 40

*TFP 4.0 MOBILIS® exclusive anti-shock material

Specifically made to cushion shocks, it instantly 
absorbs up to 90% of impact energy. Thus, no 
shock wave is transmitted to your device. This TFP 
is reinforced with microcells, to be more efficient in 
repeated impact absorption.

PERIMETRIC BUMPER
4 reinforced corners with integrated TFP 
4.0* pads.

PATENTED INNOVATION

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion

AIR CELL SYSTEM
Composed of multiple flexible ridges.

MOBILIS™, les logos MOBILIS™ (logo MOBILIS®, logo MOBILIS® Care & Carry et logo M), et tout autre signe distinctif apparaissant sur cet emballage sont des marques exploitées ou enregistrées de la société MOBILIS DEVELOPMENT. Tous les logos sont également 
protégés par le droit d’auteur.

@MOBILIS @Mobiliscase@Mobiliscase@Mobiliscase

www.mobiliscase.com

Patented shock-resistant systems
Drop-resistant: up to 400 drops
from 1.2m

Recycled 30% and Recyclable 100%
Ergonomic accessories
and portability included


